An extension of Meade's (1993) process analysis diagram is used to analyse the consequences of investment expenditure financed by credit-money, and to comment on the Keynesian multiplier theory recently challenged by Moore (1988) , on Keynes's theory of the revolving fund of investment finance and endogenous money as analysed by Davidson (1968), and on the debate initiated by Asimakopulos (1983) about whether liquidity preference and inadequate saving can restrict investment. This leads to an analysis of the issues recently debated by Cottrell (1994) and Moore (1994) about the compatibility of Post Keynesian theories of the multiplier, liquidity preference and endogenous money.
The difficulty arises because. as Keynes ( 1936, p. 166 ) first recognised, "the psychological tinle-prclcrences of an individual require two distinct sets of decisions"; that is, as well as the propensity to consume in equation (2), consideration must also be given to the aggregate "Iiquidity prL'lcrenee" of agents in the econollly. If it is further assumed that the price level is constant (allli for silllplicity normalised to equal one), and that ceteris parihus liquidity preference results in agents wishing to hold money balances in some constant proportion, II, of their income (where Ii Gill also be modelled as the inverse of the long-run income velocity of money), then this consideration produces the following equation:
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(3) Kregel (1988) describes the multiplier theory (equation 2) and the liquidity preference theory (equation 3) as "two sides of the same coin", but the addition of endogenous money theory in equation (I) means that the two equations lead to different predictions for the impact on real income, unless by chance It = (I-c). Moore's ansWer to this inconsistency is to argue that the multiplier theory in (2) is "fundamentally tlawed", while Cottrell implicitly argues that equation (I) docs not tell the complete story since either the interest rate will change (affecting M,) or the money supply will change (affecting AM,) until (2) and (3) This is the purpose of this present paper.
Even this brief introduction. however, reveals how difficult is the analysis of this problem.
The analyst is required to carefully distinguish between the real flows that produce the multiplier effect and the accompanying money flows (sec, for example, Chick, 1985) . Also, care must be taken to distinguish between the demand for money to finance new investment projects (implicit in equation I) and the liquidity preference of wealth holders (implicit in equation 3), as Wray ( 1990, p. 20 and pp. 162-70) has emphasised in his important study. In this respect, it is unfortunate that the same symbol, tlM" is used for the two types of money demand, and this paper will introduce new notation retlecting this in the following section. Finally, "time" is an important consideration, both because the multiplier process takes time to have its effect (Moore, 1994) and because it cannot be assumed that the money created endogenously at the beginning of the process will remain in circulation throughout the process if the original bank loans are repaid (Cottrell appropriately terms this "the Kaldor effect", from Kaldor and Trevithick, 1981) .
These three distinctions reveal the inadequacy of the orthodox IS-LM (1993) has explained that the original form or process analysis used by the Cambridge Circus to derive the multiplier concept was a diagrammatic one. This method of presentation is particularly clear, since a picture really can be worth a thousand words, but to the best of my knowledge has not been previously used to analyse the endogenous money tlows arising out of an investment expenditure.
In this paper, I use .111 extension of Meade's (1993) diagram to analyse the processes initiated by investment expenditure financed by credit-money. The overall analysis confirms and extends the insights in Davidson (1968, I <)7S and 19S6) and in Kregel (1988) , but I think it will contain sOllie surprises for both Cottrell (1994) and Moore (1994) . The following section presents the paper's basic model in the form of a diagrammatic process analysis of investment expenditure financed by credit-money. Subsequent sectio/1S then use that model to comment on the Keynesian multiplier theory, on Keynes's theory of the revolving fund of investment finance, and on the related debate involving liquidity preference initiated by Tom Asimakopulos (1983) . These three sections (on the Illultiplier, endogenous money and liquidity preference respectively) then provide an appropriate foundation to explore the issues raised by Cottrell and Moore. The final section is a brief conclusion. 
The Basic Process Analysis
The process analysis of a credit-llI(lney financed level of investment is shown in Figure I . Before dl'~crihing the flows in the diagralll, two general comments may be helpful. [<'irst, the analysis takes place in logical time, rather tl1<ln historical time. That is, the subscripts in the diagram refer to "rounds" of a process, rather than to "intervals" of time. Thus, 6.F o in the first line, for example, refers to the change in finance-ll1oney in the initial round, and does not imply that the money supply will change by the same amount in any time interval (and so must not be confused with 6.M, The analysis begins with the first line. For analytical convenience (although without loss of genl:rality, as will be discussed in the next section), it is assumed that the whole of investment expenditure is financed by the creation of new credit-money by the banking system. This might be written as I = 6.M o ' but in order to distinguish the demand for money to finance flows from the dellland for money as a stock, the increased money supply to finance expenditure will be written as In the first round of the process. the factors of production who received the income arising out of the investment expenditure spend some proportiOll of that income on consumption goods and services, denoted C/. The remainder is saved (by dCt"inition in this two-sector model), and this saving flow is denoted by S /. Traditionally in Keynesian economics (following Keynes, 1936, pp.114-5) , the proportion between consumption and saving is modelled as a constant (determined by the marginal propensity to consume), but it is not necessary to make this assumption in the 
First, savings can be lIsed to purchase shares ill the new capital stock created by the new investment. This is denoted in Figure I as !lEI (increased holdings of equities, which includes all financial instrulllents that give the holders an explicit or implicit share in the economy's capital stock). The residual must result in increased money balances. Again this might be written as !lM I' but in order to distinguish this demand for money as a stock (rather than a flow), it is denoted as !lH / (increased "hoarding"). Traditionally in Keynesian economics, the proportion ill'! \VlTn lIloney balances and equity h,ls also been assullled constant, depending on "the marginal pr()pensity to demand placeIlIL'nts" (following Davidson, 196H, p. 314) , but again this is not nL'l'L'ssary in the current Illodel. The sale of equities in the new capital stock provides funds to the illvesting firms that can be used t() retire their original loans, and this reduces the stock of credit IIHlIley by this amount (the "Kaldor effect", denoted here by -f'lFJ
In round 2 of the process, the rcceivers of illcome Y, in turn choose to spend a proportion of it on consullIpti()n goods ami serviccs, Co' generating further incollle, Yo, and the relllainder is added to saving, 52' The new saving Illust again be allocated between increased holdings of new equity in the investment projects, /:I.L'!, and increased money balances, f'lH 2 , and the supply of credit money supply falls by the former amount, denoted by -SF]" These real and monetary processes continue until a round occurs in which all new income (froni the previous round's consumption expenditure) is voluntarily saved (which may occur only asymptotically; for example, if the traditional assumption of a constant marginal propensity to consume is made). At this point, there is no new expenditure, and hence no new income, and so the processes stop.
The Keynesian Multiplier Analysis
The centml columns in Figure I (that is, the real expenditure/income flows and the saving flows) demonstrate the process by which the Keynesian multiplier effect operates. Indeed, Meade's recent paper contains a diagram ( Il)ln, p. 6(5) that presents a version of that process analysis on the assumption that saving in each round is a constant proportion of the previous round's new incollle, a III I which Meade explains was how he first discovered the multiplier result that investment creates an equal alllount of voluntary saving. That result can now be confirmed in this more general setting (see Dalziel and Harcourt. 1(94) , Consider the following equations, which arc true for all rounds, r > O.
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Note that these equations are in fact identities. Equations (4) and (5) record the identity that an act of expenditure for one agent must result in the same amount of income for other agents.
Equation (6) records that all income must be either consumed or saved. The three equations then imply that at the end of any round for r > 0:
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Thus, at the end of the first round, some of the invcstment expenditure is held as vlliuntary saying, Sf' while the remainder is held as induced income, Y" in advance of the seeond round. At the end of that second round. the previous round's induced income has become further saving, So'
and further induced income. j/" so that 1= S, + S2 + Yo' This pattern continues throughout the process, until eventually (or perhaps asymptotically) a round occurs in which all of the additional income is voluntarily held as saving (so that in this terminal round, denoted R, l'R = 0). At this point, equation (7) records that the multiplier proeess concludes with exactly sufficient voluntary saving to match the increased investment; that is:
This result is very important, but so is the way in which it is obtained, so that it is not surprising that Post Keynesian textbooks have often used tabular process analysis to explain the multiplier theory; sec, for example. Harcourt et al. (1967, Chapter 10) , Chick (1910, Chapter 14) and Davidson ( 1994, Chapter 3) . Process analysis makes clear that the result is not some quirk of the underlying mathematics, nor a matter of choicc about assumed etluilibrating mechanisms (interest rates or real income), but is the inevitable outcome of two vcry simple economic identities:
expenditure equals income and income equals consumption plus saving. Adding money flows does not interfere with these identities, nor with the process connecting them, so that il must be slated as clearly as possible that Basil Moore was wrong to announce the "knock-out" of the multiplier (which is not to deny. of course, Moore's other substantial contributions to Post Keynesian monetary economics), and that Allin Cottrell has done us a service in pointing this out.
Keynes's Revolving Fund of Investment Finance
Figure I can also be used to illustrate Keynes's theory of the revolving fund of investment finance, which he developed after The General Thcory in a series of articles in the Ecoflomic jOlln/al (1<J37b, IlJ37c, 1938 and I<n<») . ('unsilkr the money flows accompanying the real flows in the di~lgralll. Uy construction, the folluwing equalities hold for all r> 0:
( I I )
These equations imply that:
This simply records that the credit money originally demanded to finance investment expenditure comes to be either willingly held by economic agents in the form of increased money balances (which will be written as t..H, defined as the sum of t..l( over the full process), or is destroyed again by the repayment of the original bank loans.
The next step in the analysis involves moving from the logical time used in Figure I to real time made up of a succession of time intervals. In any empirical application, this is very difficult, since there is no reason for thinking that the "rounds" in Figure I will take any particular or fixed length of time, regardless of the unit of time used, and indeed it should be noted that this problem led Keynes (1937a) himself to doubt the usefulness of the process analysis method. In further theoretical analysis, however, the normal practice has been to assume that the multiplier is instantaneous (see, for example, Meade's comment to this effect; 1993, p. 665), so that the process analysis in Figure I takes place over two time intervals -the interval in which the investment takes place and the next interval in which the equal amount of voluntary saving is generated. This practice has been challenged by Asimakopulos (1983) , generating an intense debate that will be considered in the following section, so that it is worth recording this assumption formally.
Assumption I: Assume that the lIluftiplier is instantaneous. so that S, = 1,./.
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Note the change in subscripts from r to t to emphasise the move from logical time "rounds" to real time "time intervals". Two other assumptions that will be relaxed in due course can also be formally recorded here. Given these assumptions, consider any representative time period. In the time period, two events are occurring simultaneously. First, firms are obtaining credit from the banking system to finance the current interval's investment projects. Second, the instantaneous multiplier process initiated by the previous interval's investment expenditure is generating sufficient saving to retire the bank loans arranged in the previous interval. Assumption 2 ensures that all saving is used for this purpose, and Assumption 3 ensures that the new credit being granted and the loans being retired are equal in value. In other words, these assumptions provide sufficient conditions to create a revolving fund of investment finance, as analysed by Keynes (1937c, pp. 219-20) :
I return to the point that finance is a revolving fund. In the main the flow of new finance required by current ex will' investment is provided by the finance released by current ex poSI investment. When the flow of investment is at a steady rate, so that the flow of ex lillIe investment is equal to the Ilow of ex {lost investment, the whole of it can be provided in this way without any change in the liquidity position.
Of course, once the underlying processes arc understood, it is no longer necessary to assume that all the investment finance is provided by the banks, nor that all loans made in one interval are retired in the next. Instead, any number of more realistic institutional details might be introduced;
for example, Kaldor (1939) suggested that specialist speculators might act as intermediaries between firms and banks, and between savers and firms, while Davidson (1986) has provided a particularly good description of modern arrangements in the United States. Indeed, every country is likely to have variations in the procedures actually followed for financing investment and then converting subsequent saving into equity. These details, however, should not obscure the macroeconomic relationships that must hold, and which can he represented without distOItion or loss of generality in the stylised approach of Figure I .
Consider now what happens if there is an increase in planned investment as a matter of either public policy or increased private sector confidence (so that Assumption 3 does not hold). In this case, the amount of credit-money required to finance the interval's investment is greater than the ,1I1l()Ullt of cn.:dit-ll1oney being rdilcd by dcbt rcpayment, and the difference just equals the increase Thc ill\'c~tlllcnt market call hCCOlIlC cOllgcsted through shortage of cash. It call never bccomc congcsted through ,horlagc of savillg. This is thc most fundamental of Illy conclusiolls within this ficld.
The Asimakopulos Criti{IUe
Nearly fifty years after the above quote was written, Tom Asimakopulos drew on earlier disputes by Dennis Robertson (193H) and Nicholas Kaldor ( 1939, pp. 20-24) to claim that "there may be lilllits, related in some way to the propensity to save, to the extent to which firms are in a position to increase their rate of investment even if short-term credit is available to finance such an increase" (llJH3, p. 232), contrary to Keyne:-,'s "most fundamental conclusion". Asimakopulos argued, in particular, that the finance sector could suffer a short-term shortage of liquidity after an increase in investment because the Keynesian multiplier process is not instantaneous (that is, Assumption I of the previous section does not hold). and so at least for a time there is insufficient saving to restore liquidity. Secondly, AsimakoJJulos argued that Keynes and his followers had paid insufficient allention to the confidence firms must have about obtaining long-term finance on reasonable terms before they will borrow short-term funds to finance increased investment. This cannot be taken for granted, since the holders of cash subsequent to its initial expenditure will not necessarily return their deposits to the investing firms, perhaps because of an incrcase iri liquidity preference (so that Assumption 2 of the previous section does not hold), and hence long-term interest rates might have to rise to· induce them to do so, unless saving rates increased.
Asimakopulos's argumelll was enormollsly controversial, initiating a .series of rejoinders in at least four journals on both sides of the Atlantic and on both sides of the English Channel: by Snippe (19X5 and 1986) , Terzi ( I s)X6), Richardson (1986) , Skott (19HH) and Bibow (1994) 
in the
Call/bridge JoufllaL of Ecolloll/ics; by Kregel ( 19H4-85 and 1986 ), Davidson (19H6) , and Wray ( 1988) in the Journal (!f Post KeYllesiall EcolZomics; by Graziani (1984 and 19H6) in
ECO//(J/Ilics Notes; and by Lavoie (19t)O) in t.-collolllies et Societes (see also the criticisms by
Chick, 19H8, JJp. 36-8 and footnote 8, Dow and Dow, 1988, pp. 204-6, and Kregel, 1989) . Asimakopulos (1985a Asimakopulos ( , 1985b Asimakopulos ( , 19H6a, 1986b Asimakopulos ( and 1986c replied to all of the earlier respondents (until illness took its toll) and remained unswayed by their argulllents, reasserting in his final book after a lengthy discussion on the question that "the independence of investment from savlllg ...
docs not hold under all circumstances" (1991. p. 116; sec also his 1990 journal article). In turn, a forthcoming volume in memory of Asimakopulos includes three essays by Davidson (1995) , Harcourt (1995) and Kregel (1995) Ihat again defend the Keynesian orthodoxy. To the best of my kn()wledge, Trevithick ( 1994. p. HH) is the only person who has said that "Asimakopulos has got it ah()ut right".
The process analysis in Figure I , and the discussion of the previous section, untangle the Table   I then shows how large a fund is required to support a permanent increase in investment expenditure equal to M.
The first column of Table I records the number of the tillle interval, which is assumed to equal a round of the multiplier process. The second column shows the increase in the finance required to fund the higher level of invcstment in each period. This is just M. Column 3 records the volume of funds being returned to the fund as a result of saving tlows generated by investment expenditure in carlier rounds. This steadily increases over tillie, until asymptotically it reaches the value of M.
The final column is the difference between column 2 and column 3, and shows the net increase in the finance fund each interval. The sum of this colullln gives the increased funds required to finance the permanent increase in investment; that is, Mis.
II Tahle 1
Kaldor's n.cvolvillt: Fund Model
Tolal Increase in Funds Required: Mis
Asimakopulos was well aware of Kaldor's model (1983, p. 229, and 1991, pp. 115-6) . His argument was that a low propensity to save, .1', increases the size of the additional funds needed to finance an increase in investment, as Table I confirms. Assuming that a larger fund puts pressure on interest rates to rise, this discourages investlllent, and hence there is a link not recognised by
Keynes between saving and investment. In particular, Asimakopulos (1983, p. 230) argued that an increase in the propensity to save, s, could relieve congestion in the investment market (contrary to Keynes's "fundamental conclusion") by reducing the size of the revolving fund needed to finance a given increase in investmenl. This chain of logic is sound as far as it goes, but the process analysis allows two crucial points to be added to give a very different policy conclusion.
First, note that the congestion both before and after the change in .I' is caused by the liquidity constraint (the limit on the size of tile investment fund), and not by a lack of prior saving. Thus the true villain of the' piece is the liquidity constraint (as Keynes argued) and the authentic Keynesian response is to call 011 the central ballk to provide more funds, not to call for greater saving. Second, note also that any increase in investment expenditure achieved by increasing the propensity to save occurs at the expense of <In equivalent reduction in consumption expenditure.
To see this, denote the constraint 011 increasing the size of the investment fund by /).F. From Table   I , the volume of new investment that can be undertaken is then given by M = .I'/).F, but the level of additional aggregate income is calculated from /). Y = /)./1.1', whence we obtain the result that /). Y = tl.F (see, also, Wells, 199 I, for a similar derivation within a slightly more general model).
Introducing policies to affect s cannot change tl. Y in this model; again, the only way to increase income growth is by relaxing the liquidity constraint, tl.F.
Suppose now that Assumption 2 of the previous section does not hold, so that agents choose to usc some of their savings to increase their money balances (that is, suppose there is an increase in liquidity preference, and so tl.H > 0). This is the case first analysed by Davidson (1968, p. 314, and 1978, p. 255) , in which the marginal propcnsity to purchase placements out of saving is less than unity. This has the potential to seriously affect the discussion so far, since it implies permanent leakages from Keynes's revolving fund of investment finance. Hence, even if there are no ongoing increases in investment, the finance sector must continuously increase the money supply to replace these leakages. Asimakopulos ( 1991, p. 113) acknowledged in a footnote that the banks might be willing to do so, since they grow <tIld prosper by increasing their loans.
Further, it is clear it would he sound banking practice to do so, since the new loans would be backed by adequate collateral (the value of investment not sold as equity).
The major event that might intervene is if the finance sector did not have sufficient liquid assets to support increasing levels of hank deposits (perhaps because of a refusal by the central bank to accommodate the monetary expallsion). In this case, banks would have to increase the rate of interest to reflect their illiquid position, and to the extent this was foreseen, finTIs might reduce their investment expenditure. This is the cOlllmon e\cment in Asimakopulos's two criticisms, and indeed it can be recognised as a stalldard concern of post Keynesian endogenous money theorists.
Where Asimakopulos went fundamentally wrong, however, was in attributing this problem to a shortage of saving relative to investment, and in suggesting that increased saving could alleviate the problem.
Looking only at the right-hand-side of the process analysis of Figure I , it is easy to see how the error can be made. At first sight, it does appear that higher values of saving in each round will increase the purchases of new equities, celeris pari/JUS. If this led to a higher value of S in equation (12), it might be thought that there could be room for a positive value of M1 and there still be sufficient equity sales to replenish the investment fund. But the essence of Keynes's General 11U'ory was to recognise that the cl'tl'ris paribus assumption is not valid, and that instead the level of income will necessarily adjust so that the value of S will always equal /, regardless of the value of the propensity to save in each round (as shown in the central columns of the process analysis).
The problem can never be one of inadequate saving, but is always one of inadequate liquidity, just as Keynes argued. with some slight adjustments in keeping with the discussion so far. Hence, the change in credit money in equation (I) is dcnoted as L1F, in equation (13), the marginal propensity to consume in equation (2) is replaced by the marginal propensity to save, s, in equation (14), and the change in thc stock demand for money in equation (3) is dcnoted as Mi, in equation ( 15). ( 13) ( 14) 1111,111
The final step in the argument is to add a fourth equation bringing together the increase in the demand for money to finance !lows and the increase in the demand for money as a stock. This is done in equation (16). ( 16) There is now no contradiction in the mathematics, and the economic interpretation is clear-cut.
If there is a permanent increase in investment by M, then the size of the revolving fund in Section 3 above must increase by the same amount. Statistically, therefore, an increase in investment will be retlected in an i'1crease in thc money supply by the amount b.1, ceteris paribus. But note carefully that this increase is fully absorbed by the revolving fund, b.F" so that there is no need to inquire what will lead economic agents to voluntarily choose to hold this increased money supply. This is the mistake made by Moore (1994, p. 129) . Moore argues that the change in the money supply is given by equation (I), and that to induce agents to hold that extra money income must increase by the amount given in equation (3), and that therefore the multiplier relationship in equation (2) is irrelevant. Instead. the analysis of Figure I reveals that the new credit money IS fully taken up by the necd to finance income-induced consumption expenditure (Moore's "convenience saving") and to finance further investment expenditure (as saving is converted into equity in the original investment projects), so there is no need for any increase in the demand for lIloney as a stock to absorb the ne\\' credit-money delllanded as a flow.
As noted in the introduction ahove, this distinction has heen emphasised recently by Randall Wray (1990, p. 20 and pp. 162-70 : see also his 1992 article). Wray defines "money demand" as "a willingness to expand one's balance sheet in order to spend on goods, services, or assets", and distinguishes this from "liquidity prcference", which is "a preference to exchange illiquid items on a balance sheet for more liquid items, or even to decrease the size of a balance sheet by retiring debt". Wray's "money demand" is precisely the sense in which it is argued here that investment expenditure produces a demand for finance that is met hy an endogenous increase in the money supply (equation 13), and his "liquidity preference" is a more sophisticated version of the stock dellland for money in equation (15). Because the former increase in the money supply matches a pre-existing money demand (the increase in the size of the revolving fund), there is no need for any increase in "liquidity preference" to absorb it, contrary to Moore's argument. Now consider equation (14), which sumlllarlses the Keynesian multiplier theory on the assumption that the propensity to save is constant throughout the multiplier process. Recall from Section 2 above, however, that the logic of the multiplier process in Figure I docs not require a constant propensity to save. Rather, it depends on two identities relating expenditure to income, and income to consumption and saving. Hence it is possible to reject as an empirical matter any behavioural hypothesis about saving decisions without affecting the validity of the multiplier theory. It might be proposed, for example, that agents base their consumption expenditure decisions not on their income, but on the level of excess money balances that they hold (as both
Cottrell and Moore seem to do; 1994, p. 115 and p. 129 respectively); that is:
Since every monetary flow is also a real flow in this model (because the price level is assumed <.:onstant), beginning with the initial increase in investment expenditure financed by new credit money, it follows that l\M, = t1Y, in every period. Further, the changing in saving is given by (l\)', -t1C,), so that equation (17) implies that:
Tlli~ looks remarkably like tile st,II11/;trd KeYllesiall bdlavioural assumptioll (although of course the 1I1icrufouIldatiuIIs for II arc r<ldic,dly difkrcllt from those for s), so that the standard mathematical fOrillUla for the sunllnatioll of a gculllLlric ~erie~ thell produces a familiar form for the equilibriulll cOlldition: ( 19) This, or course, is simply equation ( 15), but has been properly derived here as the outcome of the multiplier process under a certain behavioural assumption rather than as the outcome of the equation or exchange identity. Thus, Moore can reasonably argue that equation (19) could be adopted as an alternative ror the traditional equation (14), but this does not mean that the multiplier theory is discredited. There is also a serious dirficulty with this formulation, since it allows no mechanism by which agents can hold equity in the new capital being produced by the investment projects, and consequently Keynes's conccpt of the revolving fund of investment disappears. This is because the underlying logic requires all saving to be in the form of money balances. Many will form the judgment, I suspect, that the standard Keynesian behavioural assumption about consumption is more realistic than this onc.
Finally, consider equation (15) itself. To introduce a better understanding of what this equation involves, assume to begin with that there is no change in liquidity preference as a result or the increased level of investment expenditure, in the sense that there is no desire for increased nominal money balanccs and hence all increased saving is convcrted into the purchase of equities.
Note carefully that a statistician would then record an increase in the economy's money supply as gi ven by equation (13) , where at any moment in timc the moncy is being hcld as convcnience saving or by firms in advance of investment expenditure. Thc statistician would also record an increase in national income that, on the constant propensity to save assumption, would be given by equation ( 14). Under these circuillstances (again holding the price level constant) the publishcd income velocity of money, V, would be calculated by substituting (13) into (14) to produce:
In othcr words, the underlying logic of Keynes's revolving fund of finance (when liquidity prefercnce does not change) produces a situation where the measured ex post Iz will equal the propensity to save, contrary to Colt re II 's ( 1994, p. 115) view that this "could only be coincidental" and Moore's (1994, p. 126) view that "there call surely be no logical reason" for this.
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The assumption of unchanged liquidity preference, however, is unlikely to be valid once increased investment produces higher real incomes. Instead, it is reasonable to suggest that agents will increase their desired level of money balances. for example as a precaution against unexpected expenditure in the future. Both Cottrell allli rvlonre assullle that this can be achieved out of the increased money supply created to finance the rise in investment, but the analysis of the Asimakopulos critique in Section -+ above shows that this would produce a leakage in the revolving fund. which must be topped up if investment is to continue at its higher level. In other words, the aggregate money supply must be increased to accolllmodate hotll the higher financing needs lUUJ the higher demand for money as a stock, as recorded in equation (16) . If this does not occur, then interest rates will almost certainly rise. This is necessary to reduce the desired level of money balances as a stock and/or to reduce the need for money finance by diminishing the level of planned investment.
Conclusion
The above discussions illustrate well what Victoria Chick (1985, p. 80) has called the "quite powerful" results that can be obtained by using process analysis. In particular, this paper has demonstrated how process analysis can be lIsed to distinguish the different concepts of the Keynesian multiplier, of liquidity preference and of endogenous money without losing sight of their significant interconnections. If Randall Wray (1992, p. 88 ) is correct to say that these concepts "are 'three sides of the same coin', in the sense that they may be combined into a single theory of the adjustment processes which determine tlow and stock equilibrium points" (and I think he is), then a process analysis such as that contained in Figure I of this paper provides a suitable methodology for constructing and presenting such a single theory, and which might be more widely used by Post Keynesian theorists.
